Cumulative Effective Dose and Cancer Risk of Pediatric Population in Repetitive Whole-Body Scan Using Dual-Energy X-Ray Absorptiometry.
This study aims to quantitatively evaluate the cumulative effective dose and associated cancer risk of pediatric patients of US and Hong Kong population undergoing repetitive whole-body scans with dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) during their diagnosis and follow-up periods. Organ-absorbed doses of pediatric patients undergoing DXA whole-body scan have been computer simulated using patient imaging parameters input to the Monte Carlo software PCXMC. Gender- and age-specific effective doses have been calculated with the simulated organ-absorbed doses using the ICRP-103 approach. The associated radiation-induced cancer risk, expressed as lifetime attributable cancer risk (LAR), has been estimated according to the method introduced in the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation VII report. Mathematical fitting for effective dose and for LAR, as a function of age at exposure, has been analytically obtained to quantitatively estimate the cumulated effective dose and LAR for pediatric patients of US and Hong Kong population with repetitive DXA whole-body scan during their follow-up period. The effective dose of a single DXA whole-body scan for patients exposed at the age between 5 and 18 years was calculated as 8.47-17.68 µSv. The corresponding LAR for US and Hong Kong population was between the range of 4.57 × 10-7 and 7.14 × 10-7. The cumulative effective dose of DXA whole-body scan for patients exposed annually at age between 5 and 18 years was calculated as 180 µSv for girls and 168 µSv for boys. The corresponding cumulative LAR for US and Hong Kong population was calculated as 3.77 × 10-6 to 5.48 × 10-6. Girls would be at a statistically significant higher cumulated cancer risk than boys under the same whole-body DXA protocol (p = 0.03). The probability of cumulative LAR for pediatric populations undergoing annual DXA whole-body scan is regarded as minimal. We demonstrate the use of computer simulation and analytic formulation to quantitatively obtain the cumulated effective dose and cancer risk at any age of exposure, which are useful information for medical personnel to track patient radiation dose and to alleviate patients' parents concern about radiation safety in repetitive whole-body scan using DXA.